
From: Scott Trudeau <scott.trudeau@gmail.com>  
Sent: Saturday, July 30, 2022 5:52 PM 
To: Planning <Planning@a2gov.org> 
Subject: support for The George PUD amendment 
 
 
Hello Planning Commission,  
 
I am writing to support the PUD amendment for The George. 
 
The neighborhood is right to be frustrated that we were promised retail that has not materialized. The 
developer shouldn't have made this promise, but in my opinion, the Planning Commission and Council at 
the time also should never have put them in that position. There is nothing unusual or special about this 
site or project that should have required a PUD other than the fact that our mixed use zoning codes are 
too restrictive to allow for modest mixed use infill, in the first place. 
 
I wrote a longer blog post (attached) about my understanding of commercial real estate financing and 
what might be some of the behind the scenes forces at play here, and what I see as the potential risks of 
taking a hard line with the developer on this space. 
 
The short version of my argument is that forcing the land owner to maintain this space as retail is no 
guarantee it will ever be used as retail space, and may lead to an even longer period of stasis. We also 
desperately need more housing and more housing here is a good & compatible use for this property, as 
well. 
 
I hope we get to a real compreshensive plan overhaul soon and I hope such an overhaul will allow us to 
make our zoning code simpler, and more flexible, especially to allow smaller scale commercial use in 
more areas of the city and to make smaller parcel redevelopment more possible. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Scott Trudeau 
Ward 1 
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The George, retail vacancies, high rents and
PUDs
If you're an Ann Arbor resident who pays any attention to the built
environment, you have probably found yourself scratching your head about
why retail spaces in new developments sit empty for so long after
construction is completed. It often takes years for these spaces to be filled.
Many are still sitting with vacant, including The Yard on South Main and,
relevant to upcoming Planning Commission business, The George on Packard.

The Rent is Too Damn High 

The proximate reason these spaces is the land owners are asking for high
rents that most potential tenants are unwilling to pay. A reasonable person
might ask, wouldn't it be better to take a lower rent and get some money
rather than no money? For a a few (sometimes bizarre and frustrating
reasons) it is often in the landlord's interest to wait it out and leave a space
vacant.

The more straightforward explanation is that commercial leases are long
(often 10 years) and more involved than residential rentals (spaces often need
to be renovated at significant expense to suit a specific tenant) so landlords
are much more careful about selecting their retail tenants. Rents are also
"sticky," so signing a "low" rent lease for short term gain may translate into
long term losses. An oversimplified example: if a landlord believes that they
could likely find a tenant willing to sign a 10 year lease for $2 if they wait long
enough, and the most tentants they can find easily won't pay more than $1, it
can make sense for that landlord to wait as long as 10 years to land the
former tenant.
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https://www.clevelandfed.org/en/newsroom-and-events/publications/working-papers/2017-working-papers/wp-1705-theory-of-sticky-rents.aspx
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This belief isn't entirely unjustified. Many new downtown buildings
experienced this kind of long term vacancy, eventually landing a stable retail
tenant at higher rents (e.g., it took years before the 7-11 rented a space at The
Foundry on Huron).

But another, counter-intuitive, and frustrating reason is how commercial loans
for mixed use developments are typically structured. The first half of this
Strong Towns article "The Paradox of Persistent Vacancies and High Prices"
does a good job explaining how this plays out. TL;DR: landlords accepting
lower rents rather than leaving spaces vacant can lead to insolvency, due to
the nature of how their loans are valued and structured. Strong Towns argues
that this bizarre and counterintuitive outcome is a result of abstraction of
commercial real estate lending based on models that ignore the value of local
knowledge. But there is also a potentially rational basis for waiting what
seems like a long time for an initial tenant-it is sometimes worth the gamble.

From residents' perspectives, this isn't ideal. Long term vacant retail spaces
are unattractive and residents might benefit immediately from retail services
from potential retail tenants that could sustain lower rents.

So What Can a City Do About Vacant Retail? 

Cities don't have levers to change the national real estate finance markets,
models and structures. Local attempts to force retail rents lower to limit
vacancies (like a vacancy tax or rent control) if effective, would likely lead to a
cycle of bankruptcies (for above reasons), and ultimately slow or stop new
development of any new retail space until rents for existing space increase
substantially across the board.

Some cities have been so desperate for certian kinds of retail, they effectively
subsidize stores, like this town-owned grocery in Baldwin, FL; or Grand Rapids
DDA's efforts a decade ago to subdize rents in long-vacant downtown retail
spaces. But this kind of subsidy is expensive, limited in its potential effect,and

https://www.strongtowns.org/journal/2017/11/27/the-paradox-of-persistent-vacancies-and-high-prices
https://www.govtech.com/fs/infrastructure/are-vacant-property-taxes-effective-in-the-fight-against-blight.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/11/22/baldwin-florida-food-desert-city-owned-grocery-store/
https://www.mlive.com/business/west-michigan/2011/04/rent_subsidies_on_tap_for_reta.html
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can have negative impacts outside of the targeted area. E.g., if a subsidized
store draws enough business away from an unsubsidized shop in a nearby
area, causing it to close, we end up moving the problem around rather than
actually solving anything.

Manadating Retail Uses Doesn't Work Well 

Given all this, it should be clear why attempts by cities to mandate retail uses
in new developments doesn't often work very well. In order to get a
development approved in a discretionary process (which is often the case for
mixed-use projects), developers will often agree to add retail space even if
they think it will be difficult to fill under the terms banks and investors will
finance. Faced with either not building anything or making a tenuous promise
to a City Council on one side and a bank on the other, the developer will
make often make the deal, but its not surprising these spaces sit vacant for
years. We essentially asked for it.

Exacerbating this dynamic for retail space specifically in the US is we have far,
far more retail square footage per capita than any other country on the
planet. More than anywhere else, we subsidize a built environment that
requires people to own cars to fully participate in society, which has the side
effect of making large box stores with large parking lots profitable for serving
a relatively large area. The fact of nearly universal car access and existence of
this form of retail eat away at any potential ability for smaller, finer grained
mixed use walkable retail spaces to thrive.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1058852/retail-space-per-capita-selected-countries-worldwide/
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So What About The George? 

So why am I writing about this? Ann Arbor's City Planing Commission has an
upcoming agenda item for a "PUD amendment" for The George on Packard.
The background here is when this development was originally proposed as
Packard Square, the City forced the developer through a what is called a
"PUD" zoning process rather than rezone the property for the level of density
the developer wanted to build (more on PUDs below). As part of this process,
the original developer committed to include a certain amount of retail space.
The project has a complicated history, including the bankruptcy of the original
developer before the project construction was completed. The new owners
are asking for an amendement to their PUD zoning to convert the unrented

http://a2gov.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=5744566&GUID=4E8A39BA-B581-46A4-85EA-4D7218491A9B&Options=&Search=
https://localwiki.org/ann-arbor/Packard_Square
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retail spaces to residential spaces (something that would not be required with
a normal mixed use zoning category).

The retail spaces remain unrented, predictably, because the landlord is asking
rents higher than any potential tenants have (so far) been willing to pay. And,
in my opinion, the entire site design is a bad one and the retail spaces are
poorly suited for any tenant, but especially the kind of tenant that would pay
high rents.

We are not privy to the landlords finances, but considering the financial
precarity of this project over its lifetime, it is very likely that the landowner is
between the rock of its retail commitment to the City and the hard place of its
bank financing. Which is why they are seeking "Option 2" from the Strong
Towns article referred to above: change the use to one that can sustain the
rents they need to meet their loan obligations.

What Happens if the City Forces The George to Keep Its Retail
Space? 

The question in front of Planning Commission, and eventually City Council, is
whether they should allow this conversion (which would add ~42 new homes
on this site) or force the developer to maintain the retail space. If the City
forces the developer to maintain the retail space, there are a few possible
outcomes:

1. The developer "extends and pretends" their loans valued on too-high
commercial rents and keeps the spaces vacant indefinitely

2. The developer can't refinance their loans, goes bankrupt, and it takes the
bank(s) years to sort of out new ownership, meanwhile the retail spaces
stay vacant; and may continue to stay vacant under new owners given the
same market conditions

3. The developer lowers its retail rents, finds retail tenants and somehow
manages to avoid the bank refinancing bomb
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Given the history of this project and how US development financing works, 1
& 2 are far more likely than the outcome people actually want, which is 3.

"But I Want a Walkable City With Convenient Retail
Everywhere!" 

Me too! But simply mandating retail uses detached from any of the practical
realities of making those uses actually work and function is evidently not a
means to achieve that end. If we want more walkable, local, fine-grained retail,
we need the foot (and cycle) traffic to sustain those local businesses, which
means higher housing densities where we already have housing. This is
especially necessary to make up for the drain auto-centric retail on the fringes
inevitably draws from these smaller businesses. We could also allow small
scale retail in more places, including the majority of the land in our City which
is zoned exclusively for residential use; and allow small parcel, no- and low-
parking retail uses. Many of the places we used to have smaller,
neighborhood scale retail, those same uses are now banned outright. We
don't need big developers in major redevelopments to open small shops
when local money and small developers can redevelop smaller parcels more
finely integrated into neighborhoods. Trying to force large developers to do
this is a crude and ineffective tool.

Side Note On PUDs, Adaptability and Resilience 

All of this helps illustrate why I don't like "PUD" zoning for what are
straightforward projects. PUD stands for "Planned Unit Development." It is a
special zoning category that allows a developer and the City to negotiate the
specifics of a development on one site without the more general constraints
of a typical zoning category. They can be useful for truly unusual or special
sites, or for atypical mixes of uses, but for straightforward mixed use
"apartments and shops" kinds of developments, they are a poor tool for the
job and, as this case clearly illustrates, do not lead to better outcomes.
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Another reason I do not like PUDs is they are almost always extremely rigid.
Most zoning categories provide a list of constraints (e.g., what spaces can be
used for and how big buildings can be, in general), and land owners can
change the mix of uses or the shapes of their buildings based on their needs
over time without requiring City Council approval for anything that meets the
general requirements of the code. PUDs specify exactly what the buildings
should look like and how they will be used and require expensive and time
consuming, discretionary process for any change. Thriving cities change over
time, and modest changes like converting a retail space to residential use and
back again provide a flexibility that allows cities to better adapt to the needs
of their residents. Adding expensive and time consuming processes for
modest changes over time is brittle and expensive, not adaptive and resilient.

The original developer of Packard Square was not competent, they pursued a
poor quality design, and the current owners and the rest of us are left with
trying to make the best of a non-ideal situation. Despite having the most
discretionary, wide-open possible process to negotiate the shape of this
development via zoning (a PUD), we still ended up with this outcome. The
PUD zoning process didn't make it better. What it did do is signal to any other
potential developers that Ann Arbor continues to be a place with high and
often pointless process costs that increase the risks (and costs) of building
anything at all, and we make it difficult to adapt when conditions change. It
should not be a surprise only a small number of large, well-heeled and boring
developers (and their usually boring-to-bad new developments) are the ones
who show up to do business here at all. If we want to see more interesting,
more ambitious and more diverse (in scale and kind) of new redevelopment,
we need to rethink the processes we currently have in place. It also means we
have to be a little comfortable allowing developers to take some risks and
change course when their plans don't pan out within general guidelines. More
process, leading by committee from behind using blunt and ineffective policy
tools will not get us there.
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